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GIS-technology in the 
management of mudflow risk

This article considers the possibility of using GIS technology in the man
agement of mudflow risks. It is proposed to creating a single electronic data
base with spatial referenced in real terrain. Among the dangerous exogenous 
processes occurring in the mountain and foothill regions of Kazakhstan, mud
flows are among the most catastrophic on the territorial distribution, the for
mation frequency, the scale of the caused damage. Threatened of mudflows 
are plenty of settlements and cities, as well as significant areas of valuable 
lands and economic facilities of southeastern and eastern Kazakhstan. The 
effectiveness of management measures to reducing and preventing the dev
astating effects of mudflows on social, techno and ecosphere of the region is 
highly dependent on decision making on time. To make justified and effective 
decisions in managing mudflows risks, modern specialist should be able to 
receive, collect, preserve and process data, presenting the results in the form 
of visual documents by via computers and communications equipment. The 
main objective of the creation of such databases to help less experienced us
ers to finding existing description solutions of any problems in a subject fields.

Key words: GIS, dangerous phenomenon, mudflows, mudflow risks, 
risk managements, decisionmaking.
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Сел қaупін aуыз дықтaудa  
ГAЖ-тех но ло гиялaрын қолдaну

Aтaлғaн мaқaлaдa сел қaупін aуыз дықтaудa ГAЖтех но ло гиялaрын 
қолдaну мүм кін ді гі қaрaсты рылғaн. Шынaйы aумaқтa ке ңіс тік ті бaйлaм 
aнықтaлғaн мә лі мет тер дің бі рыңғaй элект рон дық бaзaсын құ ру ұсы
нылaды. Қaзaқстaнның тaулы жә не тaуaлды aудaндарындa кө рі ніс бе
ре тін aпaтты эк зо ген ді процес тер aрaсындa сел тaсқындaры тaрa луы, 
қaйт aлaнғыш ты ғы жә не оның кө рі ніс бе ру нә ти же сін де туын дaйт ын 
зиян ды сaлдaры жө ні нен aйт арлықтaй aпaтты құ бы лыстaр сaнaтынa 
жaтaды. Қaзaқстaнның шы ғыс, оң түс тікшы ғы сындaғы ел діме кен дер 
мен қaлaлaрғa, сондaйaқ егіс тік aлқaптaр мен шaруaшы лық нысaндaрғa 
тө ніп тұр. Сел тaсқындaры aрқы лы кел ті рі ле тін шы ғын кө ле мі әдеуір 
болғaндықтaн, олaрдaн қорғaну ды тaлaп ете ді. Сел тaсқындaры ның 
aумaққa ти гізе тін aпaтты әсе рін тө мен де ту жә не aлдын aлу жө нін де гі aуыз
дықтaу шaрaлaры ның тиім ді лі гі ше шім дер дің уaқы ты лы қaбылдaнуынa 
ті ке лей тәуел ді. Сел қaупін aуыз дықтaудaғы не гіз дел ген жә не тиім ді 
ше шім дер ді қaбылдaу үшін қaзір гі зaмaнғы мaмaндaр ком пью тер жә не 
бaйлaныс құрaлдaры ның кө ме гі мен aқпaрaттaрды қaбылдaп, жинaқтaп, 
сaқтaп жә не өң деп жә не нә ти же лер ді көр не кі құжaттaр ре тін де көр се те 
aлуы ке рек. Мұндaй мә лі мет тер бaзaсын құ ру дың бaсты мaқсaты – тә жі
ри бе сі aз мaмaндaрғa тө тен ше жaғдaйлaрдың aлдын aлу ды, уaқы ты лы әрі 
жылдaм ше шім қaбылдaуғa мүм кін дік бе ре ді.

Тү йін  сөз дер: ГAЖ, қa уіп ті құ бы лыстaр, сел тaсқы ны, сел қaупі, 
сел қaупін aуыз дықтaу, ше шім дер қaбылдaу. 

Му синa A.К., Жaнaбaевa Ж.A.

ГИС-тех но ло гии в упрaвле нии 
се ле вы ми рискaми

В дaнной стaтье рaссмaтривaет ся воз мож нос ть при ме не ния ГИС
тех но ло гий в упрaвле нии се ле вы ми рискaми. Предлaгaет ся создa ние 
еди но го элект рон но го бaнкa дaнных с прострaнст вен ной при вяз кой 
в реaль ной мест нос ти. Сре ди опaсных эк зо ген ных про цес сов, проис
хо дя щих в гор ных и пред гор ных рaйонaх Кaзaхстaнa, се ле вые по то ки 
от но сят ся к нaибо лее кaтaст ро фи чес ким по тер ри то риaльно му рaсп
рострaне нию, чaсто те фор ми ровa ния, мaсштaбaм нaно си мых ущер бов. 
Под уг ро зой се ле вых по то ков нaхо дит ся боль шое ко ли че ст во нaсе лен
ных пунк тов и го ро дов, a тaкже знaчи тель ные площaди цен ных зе мель
ных уго дий и хо зяй ст вен ные объек ты ЮгоВос точ но го и Вос точ но го 
Кaзaхстaнa. Ущерб, нaно си мый се ля ми, тре бует зaщи ты от них. Эф фек
тив нос ть упрaвлен чес ких ме роп рия тий по сни же нию и пре до тврaще
нию рaзру ши тель ных воз дейст вий се лей в боль шой сте пе ни зaви сит 
от своев ре мен но го при ня тия ре ше ний. Для при ня тия обос новaнных и 
эф фек тив ных ре ше ний в упрaвле нии се ле вы ми рискaми сов ре мен ный 
спе циaлист дол жен уметь с по мощью ком пьюте ров и средс тв свя зи по
лучaть, нaкaпливaть, хрa нить и обрaбaтывaть дaнные, предстaвляя ре
зуль тaт в ви де нaгляд ных до ку мен тов. Глaвнaя цель создa ния тaких бaз – 
по мочь ме нее опыт ным лю дям нaйти су ще ст вующее описa ние спо собa 
ре ше ния кaкойли бо проб ле мы пред мет ной облaсти.

Клю че вые словa: ГИС, опaсные яв ле ния, се ле вые по то ки, се ле
вой риск, упрaвле ние рискaми, при ня тие ре ше ний.
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GIS-TECHNOLOGY  
IN THE MANAGEMENT 

OF MUDFLOW RISK

1. Introduction

Geographic in�ormation systems and technologies are increasing 
application in human li�e. Range o� solvable tasks by using GIS 
tools is e�tremely wide. Scientists estimate that 85 % o� in�ormation 
�acing by human in their lives has a territorial binding. There�ore, 
to enumerate all the GIS application areas are simply impossible. 
These systems can be applied virtually in any field o� labor activi-
ties o� human. GIS are e��ective in all areas, which are carried out 
accounting and control o� the territory and objects on it. GIS is more 
actively included o� our lives, scope o� activities and business.

What is happening in the world large-scale build-up and diversi-
fied the introduction o� geographic in�ormation resources is largely 
due to the need to improve in�ormation systems �or decision-making 
at the state level. 

Large-scale build-up and multi-pronged implementation o� geo-
in�ormation resources are happening in the worldwide is largely as-
sociated with the need to improving in�ormation systems to provid-
ing decision-making at the state level. Interdepartmental in�ormation 
interaction and analytical support decision-making can be ensured 
by using such systems based on modern methods o� spatial analysis, 
simulation o� emergency situations and predict their consequences.

2. Discussion

Among the dangerous e�ogenous processes occurring in the 
mountain and �oothill regions o� Kazakhstan, mudflows are among 
the most catastrophic on the territorial distribution, the �ormation 
�requency, the scale o� the caused damage. Threatened o� mudflows 
are plenty o� settlements and cities, as well as significant areas o� 
valuable lands and economic �acilities o� south-eastern and eastern 
Kazakhstan.

The damage caused by mudflows, requires protection �rom 
them. The growth o� the negative e��ects o� mudflows caused by the 
mudflows phenomena activation and strengthening the economic 
development o� the territories, among the priority tasks put �orward 
is the creation and implementation o� management systems o� mud-
flow risk. The developments e��ectiveness o� management measures 
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to reducing and preventing the devastating e��ects 
o� mudflows on social, techno and ecosphere o� the 
region is highly dependent on the degree o� it scien-
tific validity. The quality o� the latter is determined 
by the knowledge levels about the �ormation con-
ditions, mechanisms appearance o� mudflows and 
their parameters, composition o� recipient and char-
acteristics o� the mudflows impact. The knowledge 
required �or managing mudflow risk, based on col-
lected, analyzed and systematized data o� in�orma-
tion. From the completeness, accuracy and detail o� 
background in�ormation in a heavily depends on the 
correctness o� determining o� the spheres and activ-
ity directions on protection �rom mudflows.

One o� the common �orms o� data systematiza-
tion �or mudflows risk management system is the 
“Passport o� mudflow basins”. The Geography In-
stitute o� the MES by the order o� SI “KazSeleZash-
shita” was developed the structure o� the “Passport 
o� mudflow basins” and was compiled the “Passport 
o� Kishi Almaty River’s mudflow basin” [1, 2]. 

The creation purpose o� the Passport was in-
�ormation provision o� management mudflow 
risks; data systematization, it was carried out in 
accordance with the main directions o� risks man-
agement.

Designed passport in that time has satisfied all the 
demands that were delivered by it. But they were not 
per�ect. The main disadvantage o� this Passport can 
be assumed, that the Passports structure and composi-

tion while working with it does not allow �ast access 
to the in�ormation, and use it as a visual material, to 
add, to re-saving and to processing data [3].

3. Methods

The authors o� this article in aim to eliminate 
these disadvantages and drawing on the e�periences 
o� �oreign countries, had attempted to describe the 
methodologically e�ficient and correct actions that 
need to be carried out in the emergency organiza-
tions.

Risk management – a multi-stage process, 
which aims to reduce or compensate damage �or the 
�acility upon the occurrence o� adverse events. It is 
important to understand that minimize the damage 
and risk reduction – are not adequate concepts [4]. 
Reducing the risk that is to say the mudflow risk 
means either a reduction o� possible damage during 
the passage o� mudflows or a decline in the prob-
ability o� genesis o� mudflows.

Mudflows risk – is the danger o� negative e�-
�ects o� mudflow phenomenon. Mudflows risk is 
determined by the product o� the probability o� oc-
currence o� mudflow phenomena and the damage 
caused by them. Determination o� the mudflows’ 
negative impact is an integral and essential part o� 
mudflows risk management [5].

The main stages process o� mudflows risk man-
agement includes the �ollowing steps (1 Figure) [6].

Figure 1 – The general scheme o� the process o� mudflows risk management
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Analysis o� the mudflows risk – the first stage, 
purpose to obtaining the necessary in�ormation 
about the structure, properties o� mudflows. To make 
adequate decisions on the subsequent stages, the 
collected in�ormation should be su�ficient. Analysis 
o� the mudflows risk consists o� identi�ying the o� 
mudflows risks and to assess degree o� the mudflows 
risks.

In identi�ying risks (qualitative component) are 
determined all the risks, inherent to the mudflows. 
To identi�ying the centers o� origin o� mudflow 
phenomenon, monitoring o� their condition and 
the e�tent o� mudflow risk in real time, must 
be consistent implementation o� the �ollowing 
activities: interpretation o� aerial photos and 
satellite images controlled territory with a view to 
select mudflows objects; aero visual surveillance 
o� mudflows objects and their dynamics; ground 
surveys o� the most dangerous objects in the case o� 
aggravation o� the situation; cartography mudflow 
hearths; dra�ting the passport o� mudflows objects; 
observation o� mudflow �orming �actors and the 
passage o� mud floods.

To identi�y zones o� the negative impact o� 
mudflows are necessary to consistently carry out 
the �ollowing works: identi�y mudflows risk areas; 
construct maps o� zones o� negative impact o� 
mudflows; create Passports o� sites the devastating 
e��ects o� mudflows based on analysis o� retrospective 
data and the calculation o� the ma�imum possible 
characteristics o� mudflows. The degree o� mudflows 
risk is considered as a combination o� �requency 
and probability and consequences o� mudflows. In 
other words, the concept o� risk always consists o� 
two elements: the �requency o� mudflows �ormation 
(repeatability) and the e��ects o� mudflows that is 
the application concepts risk allows to trans�er the 
danger into the category o� measured values. Using 
the available in�ormation, science-based �orecasts 
o� assessment o� mudflows risk is help to reliably 
assess the risk. The e��ectiveness o� mudflows risk 
assessment depends on many �actors. In the first 
place the correctness o� the chosen method, the 
accuracy o� its calculations, as well as the level o� 
technological equipment in the practical application 
o� methods, it means: the presence o� the database, 
the duration and spatial and temporal coverage o� 
observations o� mudflows, implementation means 
o� environment monitoring. 

Databases �or managing mudflow risk 
must be contain accordingly interpreted and 
structured, meaning�ul and su�ficient in�ormation 
to develop management solutions: in�ormation 
passed mudflows, conditions o� their �ormation 

and flow characteristics, and the recipients in the 
impact areas o� mudflows and inflicted damage. 
In addition, important to solve organizational 
issues: the involvement o� qualified and competent 
specialists involved in risk assessment, selection o� 
an analysis object, financing, concerted action by 
all stakeholders. Forecasts based on the analysis o� 
environmental �actors with the modeling prospects 
o� development situations can have a high e�ficiency.

Evaluation – this is a quantitative description 
o� the identified mudflows risks. In assessing 
the mudflows risks are carried out directed and 
systematic works on the determining o� recipients 
and origin o� the mudflow risk, as a result is it 
determines the degree o� debris flow risk areas. 
The risk degree depends on the economic criteria 
�or assessing the direct and indirect losses [7]. 
Identification and assessment o� mudflows risk are 
closely linked between themselves, and it is not 
always possible to divide them into independent 
parts o� the general process. Furthermore, the 
analysis is o�ten in two opposite directions – on the 
evaluation to the identification and vice versa. At the 
first case, there are already (fi�ed) losses and need 
to identi�y the causes. At the second case identified 
risks and the possible consequences based on the 
o� system analysis. Evaluation o� mudflows risk is 
carried out in order to select the best optimal method 
o� controlling them [8].

Then, occurs the step o� selecting the method o� 
e�posure to the risk in order to minimize the possible 
damage in the �uture. Each type o� risk allows several 
traditional methods to reducing them. There�ore 
there is the problem o� assessing the comparative 
e��ectiveness o� methods to influence the risk o� 
selecting the best o� them. The comparison may 
be based on various criteria, including economic. 
A�ter selecting the optimal methods to influence to 
the mudflows risk it is possible to �orm an overall 
strategy o� management o� the entire risk comple�. 
This is the stage o� decision-making. Decision-
making should be done with the applying o� 
evidence-based methods. There are a lot o� decision-
making techniques. The most commonly used 
mathematical procedures �or decision-making are 
linear programming, simulation models, network 
models, queuing theory, decision tree, game theory, 
and others. 

The e��ectiveness and implementation o� 
developed solutions depends on the amount and 
quality o� in�ormation resources. Scenario analysis is 
widely advertised as the methodology o� construction 
systems o� security management. Scenario analysis 
includes the steps o� determining the objectives 
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o� �ormation scenarios, the determination o� the 
scenario characteristics, scenario analysis, scenario 
optimization, trans�ormation o� the scenario in the 
program and plans.

Mudflows phenomenon characterized by a 
discrete appearance and short duration o� passage, 
risk management is carried out in the periods 
between mudflows phenomenon, the threat o� their 
occurrence and transmission, post mudflows.

Managing mudflows risks, carried out during 
the period o� the threat and passing the mudflows, 
and post mudflows and inter mudflows periods are 
significantly di��erent. Managing mudflows risk 
in the inter mudflows period includes preventive 
measures, which should be aimed at reducing the 
probability o� appearance mudflows, impacts o� 
mudflows, damage caused by mudflows.

Accordingly, specified areas there are various 
control actions.

Reducing the probability o� appearance 
mudflows is possible due to the control action on 
mudflow �ormation �actors – to avoid e�ceeding 
their critical values �or the occurrence o� mudflows.

Because the mudflows occur resulted �rom 
imbalance o� the system “water – loosely detrital 
material at a certain slope”, control actions should 
be directed at the reduction or stabilization o� a 
particular component o� the system.

The final stages o� the mudflow risk management 
are the control and correction o� the implementation 
results o� the chosen strategy, with considering new 
in�ormation. Control is to provide in�ormation about 
the nature o� mudflows, as well as the loss occurred 
and the measures taken to minimize them. It can 
be e�pressed in the new circumstances changing 
the level o� risk, monitoring the e�ficiency o� work 
systems ensuring security, etc.

Analysis o� the occurred mudflow phenomena 
should be conducted in order to obtain new 
knowledge about the nature o� the phenomenon 
and characteristics, draw the moral �rom actions o� 
the e�isting mudflow risk management system to 
identi�y the necessity and ways to improving it.

The mudflows causes, mudflows characteristics, 
works o� mudflows protection �acilities, works o� 
warning systems, systems o� emergency response 
and disaster, the characteristics o� the negative 
e��ects o� the mudflows and their current and 
long-term consequences should be analyzed. In 
accordance with the above, correction mudflow risk 
management systems should be implemented.

Once every �ew years should be a revision o� 
data about the e��ectiveness o� risk management 
measures taking into account the in�ormation about 

occurred o� loss during this period.
The described algorithm o� actions requires 

highly qualified e�perienced specialists who 
understand the nature o� mudflows. The Emergency 
Situations sphere should not depend on the separate 
personalities in this field should work coordinated 
system. The economic crisis, which began with the 
middle o� 80’s twentieth century and lasted until the 
late 90’s as well as the collapse o� the USSR led 
to the cessation o� work aimed at studying o� the 
mudflows phenomenon [9]. The sharply reduction 
in appropriations �or study was an additional blow 
to the development o� mudflows science. The 
collapse o� the Soviet Union mudflow community 
was divided by national borders. The mudflow 
committee stops working. Training specialists and 
trans�er the e�periences are overlooked. On present 
day, we have e�perienced highly qualified sta��, 
but there is no the younger generation, who could 
continue to work at the same level.

I� taken account the suddenness o� the 
appearance o� this phenomenon, the immediate 
response in decision-making is required. To solve 
these problems is proposed the creation o� an 
electronic database, which has a spatial re�erence 
to the real sur�ace. With this data bank be possible 
to make up �or the lost generations o� continuity in 
emergency situations.

It is possible to piece out o� the subtlety continuity 
generations in the Emergency Situations field.

Conclusion

At the present stage the �undamental and 
applied researches are not conducted without the 
computerization and automation o� in�ormation-
re�erence systems.

In�ormation about emergency situations, 
in particular the mudflow phenomenon has an 
important role in various sectors o� the economy 
o� the dangerous o� mudflow areas. Economic 
e�ficiency correctly and timely use the in�ormation 
about mudflow phenomenon will be in demand with 
the development o� the national economy.

Creation and development o� computer and 
in�ormation technologies in the mudflows field 
researches is di�ficult and requires a plenty o� time 
and money. Despite o� all these di�ficulties in the 
neighboring and �oreign countries is held a series o� 
�undamental researches.

Many organizations and institutions o� these 
countries in their daily activities apply GIS-
technology to solve security problems. Through 
the GIS-technologies are predicted particularly 
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hazardous phenomenon such as �orest fires, floods, 
earthquakes, storms and mudflows. As well as are 
identi�ying potential the degree o� hazards and on 
this basis are accepting decisions on the provision o� 
assistance to victims. It is also possible to estimate 
the volume o� �orces and means �or the prevention o� 
emergency situations, to plan the most optimal route 
to the disaster site, calculate the possible damages to 
the environment and human, and losses in di��erent 
sectors o� the economy.

Geoin�ormation system about mudflows should 
include the �ollowing: firstly need to create a large-
scale base map o� mudflow hazardous areas o� the 
country, on this map should draw a boundaries o� 
hazardous mudflow basins and mudflow hearths 
in each o� them. Each designation mudflow hearth 
should give the user in�ormation not only on spatial 
data, as well as in�ormation on morphometric (the 
absolute height o� the mudflow hearth, square, 
length, width, bias) parameters, in�ormation 
about mudflows were generated at this hearth or 
else crossed the mudflow hearth, in�ormation on 
the economic, social objects near the mudflow 

hearth, and possible critical and mudflows �orming 
parameters in the hearth. In the case o� equipping 
it by GIS sensors or hydrometeorological data 
the importance and use�ulness will only increase. 
To enlarge in�ormativeness o� the GIS data in the 
additional layers should be displaying a degree o� 
mudflow risks and the level o� mudflow hazard.

To make justified and e��ective decisions in 
managing mudflows risks, modern specialist should 
be able to receive, collect, preserve and process data, 
presenting the results in the �orm o� visual documents 
by via computers and communications equipment. 
The main objective o� the creation o� such databases 
to help less e�perienced users to finding e�isting 
description solutions o� any problems in a subject 
fields.

It should be noted that in�ormation about the 
mudflows phenomenon integrated into a single 
electronic database using GIS technology should be 
accessible, simple and understandable �or the user. 
This electronic database with geo-spatial re�erenced 
in real terrain will be in demand in the departmental 
emergency organizations o� various ranks.
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